Model Pad Geometry Analysis
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Abstract

For gas-lubricated bearings the form of a lubricating clearance in many respects determines the carrying capacity value of the bearing. Furthermore, the parameters defining this form have, for the most part, the optimal values.

Today, the most typical for computation of a gas base layer is use of software with solvers which contain equations of the gas lubrication theory based on the Reynolds equation. However, the total computation of the system of gas feed into the gas-static bearing box in such setting meets methodical complications: in the gas feed system turbulent flows appear, and their computation is necessary to be carried out in the full Navier-Stokes equations with connection of the applicable model of turbulence, and there is a laminar flow in the lubricating film. The solution of the computation problem of the gas base layer in the Navier-Stokes full equations is considered. The method was verified with use of known self-similar solutions. Based on the tried-and-true method, parametric study of a pad with simple plain bores, a pad with a slotted nozzle and composite pads with angular clearances designed under the Rayleigh principle were carried out.
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1. Introduction

It is the purpose of this work to study the carrying capacity of model pads of a gas-static bearing which principle of operation is based on creation of a lift force with air injection by an external device.

When designing and optimizing gas bearings, the engineers have to solve a problem of choice of a method and means of gas bearing modeling. To the present, the basic physical properties of gas-static bearings have been well learnt, the basic characteristic dependences are specified.

Transition to oil-free transmissions using gas bearings, first of all, is connected to increase of efficiency of means of aerospace engineering, engines, gas-turbine power units, turbo-refrigerator units.

The works on usage of gas lubrication in high-velocity turbomachines have been carried out since the early 1950s. In the USSR and today Russia these works have been carried out in Bauman MSTU, Geliymash NPO, Kriogennash NPO, NAUKA NPO, MAI, and DSU. Abroad such works are conducted in Maxi-Garret - AiResearch (Allied Signal), General Electric, MTI, United Technologies Sof., MITI (USA) Air Liquid, ABG Semka (France), British Oxygen (Great Britain) etc.

The basic works of Scheinberg (1979) and Constantinescu (1963), Rippel (1967), Gressem and Powell (1966) are dedicated to the problem of gas-lubricated bearings. We also should mark the works of Kotlyar (1967), Zabolotsky (1961, 1970), Loitsansky and Stepanyants (1958, 1967). The detailed historical review of the works dedicated to gas-lubricated bearings is given in the work of Bulat M.P., Bulat P.V. (2013).

A distinction is made among gas-static, gas-dynamic and hybrid bearings. You will find the detailed classification in the work of Bulat M.P., Bulat P.V. (2013).

The undertaken studies (Kosmynin A.V. et al., 2011; Sipenkov I.E., 1968; Frolov K.V., 2008) demonstrate that even rather small deviations of the parameters values from the optimal values result in considerable decrease of carrying capacity of the bearing or to its complete inoperativeness.

By the experience of designing and applying of bearings with external boosting it is known that we have to tend to rather small diameters of feeding nozzles (less than 0.1 mm). Tending to small diameters of nozzles is dictated by the necessity of receiving of acceptable gas consumption through the bearing. The less the diameter of...
openings and the more their amount, the more the stiffness of a lubricating film. The stiffness is understood in the same sense as for a spring. This circumstance led the designers and researches to a concept of application of porous liners in gas-static bearings.

Firstly, the porous radial bearings with external gas boosting were described in the work of Robinson and Sterri (1958). The studies showed that the porous gas bearings with external boosting posses, other factors being equal, heightened stiffness of a lubricating film, the best carrying and damping capacity, they are less inclined to loss of stability as compared with different constructions of gas bearings.

Despite of the indicated advantages, the bearings with porous liners have the following defects:

- change of the gas permeability of machined porous materials as a result of plastic deformation of their surface layer;
- the bearings with porous liners are unstable in sizes, the high air rate, and from here heightened power consumption for compressed air supply are typical for them.

At this stage, one of the key problems is development of such geometry of the supply system and feeding nozzles which provides the stiffness and economy of gas-static bearing closer to the characteristics of the bearing with porous liners, with significantly fewer nozzles.

The analysis of the gas bearing study results demonstrates that, despite of considerable success in this field, the problems related to the basic defects of gas bearings (small carrying and damping capacities of the gas-lubricating film, instability of work) remain actual. For gas-lubricated bearings the form of a lubricating clearance, to a large extent, determines the value of the bearing carrying capacity, moreover, the parameters defining this form have, in their majority, the best values.

2. Method

2.1 Problem Statement

The theory of hydrodynamic lubrication (Rayleigh, 1918) covers the fact that the carrying capacity of carrier of pads is defined by the working gas rate. For a solution of the direct problem (definition of carrying capacity of the bearing according to the given geometry of the lubricating film), the pad should be optimized at a constant given working gas rate. In this case, the optimal pad is that one which for the given rate will supply the maximum carrying capacity.

In case of an inverse problem (definition of the geometry or separate geometrical parameters of the lubricating film, on the basis of the given mechanical characteristics of the bearing), the optimal one is a pad which provides the minimum rate for the given carrying capacity.

This article gives solutions of direct problems for pads with 3 cylindrical nozzles, with a simple slotted opening and for pads with the complicated form of the lubricating film.

The article provides a research of streams realized in the bearing gas layer, a stream in the feeding system is considered as given. For the problem simplification the pad bearing surface was developed on the plain. Such an approach is quite allowable, since the lubricating film thickness is third-order smallness as compared to the pad characteristic dimension. The problems were solved in laminar setting.

2.2 Research Technique

The basic source of difficulties in the analysis of bearings with external boosting is the availability in the feeding system of two gas flow modes: laminar mode and turbulent mode. So, by virtue of smallness of the lubricating film thicknesses, as compared to characteristic dimensions of the bearing, the stream in the lubricating layer is considered as laminar. In the gas feeding system, the stream is turbulent (Fig. 1a). In Fig. 1b, you can find under the central nozzle the availability of supersonic efflux velocities. Such efflux modes can result in lock-out of a part of the opening and the onset of oscillations. The interaction of a supersonic jet and a barrier is described in the work of Ginsburg I., Sokol E., Uskov V. (1976).
It is necessary to model the vortex flows based on the Navier-Stokes full equations with use of the turbulence model, in this case Transition SST based on two transport equations, one of which is for intermittency, and the other one is for the pressure criteria in terms of the Reynolds number calculated for the momentum thickness. The Transition SST model allows more precisely describing the turbulence at the expense of introduction of additional transport equations and shows good results for computation of near-wall regions.

The gas lubrication Reynolds equations (Reynolds O., 1886), which are included in standard packages like Ansys CFX, for a laminar flow in the lubricating film do not allow joining solutions on the nozzle boarder.

To provide a reliable solution joint in the lubricating film, it is necessary to use the Navier-Stokes equations, similarly to the feeding system, in the lubricating film, only without connection of the turbulence models. The Navier-Stokes equations allow taking into account the near-critical flows formed when flowing out of the orifices, viscous-inviscid interaction and transient processes in the lubricating film.

Package ANSYS Fluent was used as a tool for the problem solution. The package solver uses the Navier-Stokes equations.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v}) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F},
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho \mathbf{v}) = 0,
\]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is the fluid velocity vector, \( \tau \) - viscous stress tensor, \( \mathbf{F} \) - vector of volume forces, \( p \) - static pressure, \( \rho \) – density.

The components of the viscous stress tensor \( \tau_{ij} \) is defined as

\[
\tau_{ij} = \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ij} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \right),
\]

where \( \mu \) is the dynamic (molecular) viscosity, \( u_i \) - components of the velocity vector, \( \delta_{ij} \) - Kronecker symbol.

It is necessary to specify the initial and boundary conditions for the equation solution.

The initial velocity distribution which meets the continuity equation is set as the initial conditions, as well as the initial temperature and pressure distribution.

The boundary conditions for computation are reduced to the following setting:

- conditions of adherence on the bearing walls;
- pressure of streamline flow on the bearing edges (1 atm);
- symmetry conditions meeting a full-coverage (non-dissected) bearing (a fictitious layer of difference cells is formed on the border, with a velocity equal in the value and opposite in the direction to the velocity vectors in the border cells);
- constant rate on the nozzles.
The solution result specifies the resultant vector of pressure forces in the lubricating film and pressure visual functions.

The general technique of checking computation is given in the work of Beschastny V. (2005).

2.3 Numerical Technique Verification

![Figure 2](image.png)

Figure 2. Pressure distribution on the shaft with increase in the hole diameters of the feeding system of working substance, comparison with the slotted nozzle: a) d=0.5mm; b) d=1mm; c) d=2 mm; d) d=3 mm; e) d=4 mm; f) d=5 mm; g) h= 0.35 mm

The computation results demonstrated (Fig. 2) that the pressure isolines completely repeat the self-similar solutions given in the book of Constantinescu (1963). Fig. 2 demonstrates the pressure fields for 6 pads with holes of different diameters, and 1 pad with a slotted nozzle. The gas flows out of the clearance into the environment through two vertical sides of the pad.

In such a way, it is possible to conclude that this technique is applicable for study of parameter distribution in the lubricating film of a gas-static bearing.

We know that lifting capacity linearly depends on the working gas rate. This fact is used for testing the lifting capacity computation technique. Let’s evaluate the diameter influence on a pad with 3 simple parallel holes. Let’s consider pads with 3 different diameters of holes: 1,3 and 5 mm.

For the direct problem solution, the pad lifting capacity is compared for the given rate of working gas: 2; 4; 6 and 9 g/s.

The test results is shown in Fig. 3a. The diagram uses a logarithmic scale for lifting capacity values mapping. The similar computation was carried out for pads with a simple slotted orifice of different width: 0.04, 0.35 and 0.98 mm. The results are given in Fig. 3b.
Figure 3. Dependence of the lifting capacity on the set rate of working gas a) for a pad with 3 holes of different diameters, b) for a pad with 1 slotted orifice of different width

The results demonstrate computation of the approximate linear dependence of increase of lifting capacity along with increase of working gas rate. The curves of dependence of lifting capacity on the rate for a pad with 3 holes for different diameters are located non-parallel – they cross, which indicates the fact that for the set lifting capacity there is a pad with the optimal diameter of holes providing the minimum rate.

3. Results

3.1 Evaluation of Influence of the Lubricating Film Thickness

Let’s evaluate the influence of the lubricating film thickness on the pad lifting capacity. Direct problem solution results in the obtained values of lifting capacity for pads of a gas-static bearing with parallel holes of different diameters and the thickness of lubricating film: 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mcm (Fig. 4). Computation was conducted for the set constant rate of working gas 5 g/s.

The curve angle meets the lubricating film stiffness.

Within the range 10 – 20 mcm the dependence of lifting capacity on the lubricating film thickness is approximate linear, for minor change of the lubricating film thickness you can find strong change of the pad lifting capacity, i.e. the stiffness is high. In this case, the lubrication film works like a spring. Within the range 30 – 50 mcm and more, it is possible to characterize by the lubricating film constant stiffness, but its absolute value is less. The area 20 – 30 mcm can be called as a dead space, as the lifting capacity doesn’t change practically along the thickness change, the stiffness is minimum. The pressure drop in the given area is such that in the feeding nozzles a shock-wave arises and locks them. This process lasts until the force acting on the pad reaches a threshold value which is capable to push the wave inside the system.
In the given zone there can be dangerous vibration of the pad, since the damping ratio of the lubricating film is smallest, and gas makes no resistance to a vertical displacement of the shaft relative to the pad. Such behavior of a lubricating film is called as loss of stability of a lubricating film.

![Figure 4. Dependence of lifting capacity on the lubricating film thickness for a simple pad with 3 parallel holes. Working gas rate is 5 g/s](image)

3.2 Computation of Pads with a Shaped Lubricating Film

The work of Rayleigh on the theory of gas lubrication (Rayleigh, 1918) shows that for noncompressible lubricant, the optimal profile, from the point of view of lifting capacity, is a single-stage piecewise constant profile. In accordance with this theory two gas-static pads were developed: a pad with simple parallel holes with angular clearances located along the influence lines and a pad with the Rayleigh angular clearances (Fig. 5).
A pad with simple parallel holes with angular clearances located along the influence lines (Fig. 5a) is designed based on the principle of porous pads: a number of feeding nozzles by small diameter 0.5 mm. Holes are located according to the sectors. An angular clearance, a cylindrical hollow by thickness of 1/3 lubricating film, is stipulated under each nozzle. In accordance with the Rayleigh principle, such a solution must increase the lifting capacity. Air is injected into the pad through the central hole and then distributed in the hollow on the external side of the support. From there air goes in the feeding nozzles. Location of holes pursues a problem to achieve the maximum even distribution of pressure on the base surface.

A pad with the Rayleigh angular clearances (Fig. 5b) represents the base surface with nozzles located according to the diagram in Fig. 5b (nozzles are indicated with arrows). Total of feeding nozzles is 14. Under the feeding
nozzle, as well as in a pad with simple parallel holes with angular clearances located on the influence lines there is a angular clearance stipulated. A hollow in the pad 2 is shaped and consists of communicating cavities of different diameters. Air from the feeder flows at first to the hollow of large diameter, and then along thin channels it flows into the smaller hollow. The disposition of hollows is asymmetrical relatively the shaft rotation axis, since it takes into account the direction of rotation. On the pad external surface there is a cavity in the form of butterfly, which is fed with the working gas. Such geometry of hollow provides an even distribution of gas in the gas feeding system for the lubricating film, and also equal pressures on the nozzles.

In such a way 2 pads were developed, one of which corresponds to the model of a porous pad, and the other has considerably smaller amount of openings, but they are of bigger diameter. Let's define their lifting capacity.

For the pad computation, the constant rate of working gas through the nozzles was set equal to 12.5 g/s. The results of computation are presented in the form of a pressure field and a velocity vector field on the shaft (Fig. 6, 7). The lifting capacity of a pad with simple parallel holes with angled clearances located on the influence lines made up 3092 Н, a pad with the Rayleigh angular clearances made up 3108 Н.

![Figure 6. Shaft pressure distribution: a) pad 1: Q=12.5 g/s, F=3092 H. b) pad 2: Q=12.5 g/s, F=3108 H.](image)
The developed pad with the Rayleigh angular clearances provides the lifting capacity a bit higher than for a pad with simple parallel holes with angular clearances located along the influence lines, which is the required result, as the hole number gets 9.5 times as little.

The pad 2 in Fig. 9 shows presence of overcritical efflux modes. This suggests nonoptimal relation of the rate and feed pressure of the working substance and the feeding nozzles area. It is necessary to continue perfecting the bearing surface geometry.

4. Discussion

The analysis of the gas bearing computation results demonstrates that, despite of considerable success in this field, the issues related to their central value remain burning.

The article covers the study of influence of such geometrical factors of a lubricating film as a diameter of distributing openings, a lubricating film thickness, a width of a target opening upon the lifting capacity. Computation of pads with a shaped lubricating film is given.

The study was carried out by means of solution of direct problems, i.e. proceeding from the given geometry and boundary conditions, as consequence the resultant force of the shaft pressure was defined. As against the majority of computations based on the Reynolds equation solution, for a solution of the delivered problems there was used the ANSYS Fluent (http://www.ansys.com) package, which solver uses the full Navier-Stokes equations.

The results of pad computation with a shaped lubricating film are presented. As the computation shows, a pad with smaller amount of openings and larger diameter, under its characteristics, can exceed a pad based on the principle of porous pads.

The pad changing load insensibility area is revealed, in which there can be dangerous vibration.
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